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GRE studied common test format
The analytical writing section will be the leading section of the test and afterwards you will have
a 10 minutes break. Subsequently you will face 6 more sections: Two verbal, two maths and a
research section. An unscored section will be there too. Research section will be the last section
for sure but for the other sections there is no specified order. There is no clue which will be the
unscored section so just prepare in your best way to perform well in the exam.
Analytic writing: There will be two essays with a time limit of 30 minutes.
This section will check your analytical reasoning, organization, and analysis abilities. First essay
will be the issue essay and the other one will be the argument essay. This section will be checked
by 2 or 3 readers and will not have correct or incorrect answers of the questions. For more tips
and data Visit essay tutorial section.
Break: The time duration of this break will be 10 minutes.
Verbal reasoning: The time limit will be of 30 minutes in which there will be two section and in
each 20 questions will be asked.
Mixture of reading comprehension question (which can be in the form of either single, multiple
or select in passage answer type), text completion (which can have either one, two or three
blanks, and sentence equivalence questions will be present in each section). For more info visit
the verbal reasoning tutorial section.
Quantitative reasoning: The time limit will be of 35 minutes in which there will be two section
and in each 20 questions will be asked.
It is also known as mathematical GRE section which is consist of a blend of MCQs, quantitative
analysis and user input questions. For more info with respect to quantitative reasoning check
the related tutorial section.
Unscored section:
You will be asked two sets of maths-verbal sections in which one will be the newly tried
experimental sections which do no hold any marks. By the unscored section you can't get any
marks because this section is analysed by ETS to get ideas for the questions for next paper.
The concepts of mathematics: Check out the tutorials of maths section at myGREtutor to clear
your fundamentals and key concepts of arithmetic, algebra, geometry and data analysis. There
will be four types of questions asked: Single-answer multiple choice, MCQs with one or more
answers, quantitative comparison, numeric entry. You can get the detailed info about these
question in tutorial.
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The verbal questions: The verbal section consist of three types of reading comprehension, three
types of text completion and sentence equivalence questions. Our tutorials can surely clear your
basic concepts and can also teach you how to solve these types of questions.
The writing section: This section consist of essays. There are two types of essays asked in this
section first one is issue essay and the second one is argument issue. They are dissimilar to each
other.
Essays asked in GRE: Issue and argument essays.
Issue essay: In this type of essay you will be given an issue, mostly controversial. You need to
analyse it and state your opinion with appropriate reasons and examples to support it.
Argument issue: You will be given a topic which may contain a piece of an argument or a piece
of an editorial. This isn't a debate in which you have to agree or disagree with the topic, But in
place of that you must carefully examine how well reasoned the given topic is
You will have a time limit of 30 minutes for each.
If you want to get high score in GRE exams, you need to write your answers excellently and
effectively.
You need to clear the key points in your mind which are as follows:
Clearly and cleverly express your ideas.
Carefully examine claims and debate on associated evidence.
Always strengthen and support your theory with related examples.
Discuss with well Maintained focus.
Develop a better grip on the Standard English language to increase the impact of your words.
Two separate trained readers by graduate school will read your essay based on your writing and
analytical skills. They will score each essay based on many factors, and the scores will be
combined and averaged. Scores are given on a range from zero to six, in half-point increments.
Although grammar and spellings are important it is much more important to concentrate on
writing a finish, clear and winning essay.
Writing Well: You should be aware of to help you draft an essay that is brief, affecting and
simple to understand, as there are several rules that can help us to enhance our writing and will
help us in writing the essay spontaneously.
Writing an essay needs things like planning, organisation and practice. The main purpose of
writing an essay is to convey your message in your own words to the audience. Most importantly
it should be in your own single pattern and words so that it will help the audience to follow you.
It should stay true to your own voice and it should clearly reflect what it is regarding you that
are important for the world to know.
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From the choices on the left, select that tutorial that you want to access. The first section, GRE
Issue & Argument Essays, explains each of the two essays that you must write when taking the
GRE, and how you might plan, structure and draft them. In the Essay Organization section,
you'll find a general analysis of how to write glowing and
Successful structure of an essay. In the grammar, elegance and Briefness section, you'll find a
review of fundamental grammar and style.
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